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Byskoven

Always keep right – 

except when passing – 

and don’t bike on 

pavements and 

pedestrian crossings.

A regular bike is 

designed for one 

rider only.

Raise your hand to signal 

a stop. Signal right or left 

before turning.

1

2

3

On the water

Be a captain for a day and experience 

the harbour from the waterside. Rent 

a small electric boat with friends and 

family, go out on a SUP board or in a 

kayak and float through large harbour runs and small 

canals at your own pace. It does not require a certificate 

to steer the small electric boats. Make sure to be updated 

on the harbour Byelaws before heading out and be aware 

of your surroundings, especially during the busy summer 

months as there are many boats on the water. 

On Two Wheels

Explore more of the harbour and the Copenhagen 

neighbourhoods with the free bike map series 

On 2 Wheels. Get your hands on a hard copy 

at Copenhagen Visitor Service or download it 

directly on your phone. GPS navigation available.    

DAC app

Experience the best architectural sights with the 

free DAC app by Danish Architecture Center and 

get to know the stories behind the masterpieces. 

Put your phone on explore mode and recieve 

notifications when you pass important landmarks or choose one 

of the themed harbour tours.

Welcome to the Copenhagen waterfront

The Copenhagen harbour is considered the city’s blue urban space, providing a great 

example of how versatile Copenhagen actually is. Once being an industrial harbour with 

restricted access for the public, the harbour is today a recreational space for the benefit of 

both Copenhageners and visitors all year round. Music and culture festivals, concerts and 

performing arts unfold during the bright summer months together with Lucia processions in 

kayaks and Copenhagen Light Festival during the cold, winter darkness. Large underground 

basins for rain and sewage water ensure clean water all year round with activities for everyone, 

both on land and on water. With swimming zones and harbour baths, kayak rentals, canoes, 

electric boats and SUP boards, you can unwind and enjoy the harbour’s new and old gems.

Join a classic or themed canal cruise, hop on the Harbour Bus and get off at one of the 11 stops, 

go fishing or hop on your bike and explore how bike bridges connect the harbour from north 

to south. Discover how diverse the districts look - from creative meccas to a modern, miniature 

Venice, sustainable urban development and cultivated nature. Immerse yourself in one of the 

many museums within walking distance of the water, where you can dive into everything from 

modern art and architecture to Danish resistance and war history. 

The harbour is full of great experiences. Enjoy! 

The Harbour Circle

The 13 km long signposted and bike path around the inner 

harbour mixes city and suburban nature in the best possible 

way, passing both historical sights and areas in rapid 

development. You will pass unspoilt green areas, houseboats, 

swimming zones, architectural gems and much more. If 13 

kilometers sounds like too much exercise, the route is also 

designed in bites of 2, 4 and 7 kilometers.

Explore the Harbour Circle with DAC app.  

Harbour bus

Hop on an environmentally friendly electric harbour bus. With 11 

stops along the harbour and a couple of departures per hour, the 

harbour bus is a convenient means of transport when exploring 

the different harbour areas. In addition, it is possible to bring your 

bike for free if there is room on board. The harbour bus is part of 

the public transport network system and costs the same as a bus 

ticket (DKK 24 / 2 zone-ticket). If you plan to use the harbour bus 

several times - or perhaps other means of public transport - you 

may want to consider investing in a City Pass, which provides 

unlimited transportation from 24-120 hours. The harbour bus 

stops are marked on the map. NOTE: The harbour buses have two 

different route numbers depending on whether they are sailing 

north or south on the harbour: 

 

Harbour bus 991 - Direction: Teglholmen (south)

Harbour bus 992 - Direction: Orientkaj St. (north) 

Read more about tickets and departures at 

publictransport.dk. The bus stop Holmen Nord is out of service 

for the rest of 2022 due to increased traffic in the area.  

Nordhavn

The water running through the harbour is so clean 

that you can swim in it. Though it may be tempting 

to jump into the water, be aware that it is only 

allowed to swim in the harbour’s swimming areas 

for safety reasons. With three harbour baths and 13 swimming 

and dipping zones, there are plenty of opportunities to jump into 

the fresh, clean water. The harbour baths are open from 1 June 

to 30 September and are staffed with a lifeguard. In wintertime, 

if you dare, you can jump into the icy water from the swimming 

and dipping zones, which are open all year round. All baths and 

swimming zones are marked on the map. Be aware of the colour 

of the flag, as it indicates the current water quality. You can check 

the water quality daily on badevand.dk. Green means go - red 

means no. 

Swimming

Kalvebod Fælled

Modern royal fairy tale

From castles, buildings, statues and squares dating 

back 300-400 years to the Castle Island - home of the 

Danish Parliament, the colourful Nyhavn, and the royal 

Amalienborg Palace, the area is predominantly under 

the influence of the old monarchy. Copenhagen is at 

the same time a city in constant development with a 

modern architectural profile exemplified by landmarks 

like the Danish Architecture Center, The Royal Library, 

and the Royal Danish Playhouse. 

Explore the architecture near the 

harbour with the DAC app.    

Cultivated nature 

Explore unspoiled green expanses as far as the eye can see. 

Follow the footsteps of the free-ranging sheep and alpacas, 

experience a rich bird life, and enjoy the tranquility away 

from the vibrant city centre. Visit an authentic Klondike 

with self-built houses, an intimate harbour environment 

with small fishing boats, and small allotment gardens 

with a strong community feel. 

Explore Valby and Sydhavnen with the bicycle 

maps On 2 Wheels.   

Large green space, harbour park and a strong local identity 

Remains from the old industrial harbour are a testament to the history of 

Amager, among them the allotment garden Nokken, whose historical legacy 

still lives on. The area around the harbour park on Islands Brygge, or ’Bryggen’ 

as referred to by locals, has since the 1970s flourished into green recreational 

urban spaces with harbour baths, green areas, and modern architecture. 

Islands Brygge is a popular location for events, concerts and festivals. South of 

’Bryggen’ is Copenhagen’s largest nature area Nature Park Amager, which until 

the 1960s was a military training area. It is now an oasis of nature and animals. 

Explore this area further with the free bike map series On 2 Wheels.           

Military history, alternative living and old 
Copenhagen charm

The former historic military area Holmen - once home 

to the Danish Navy for more than 300 years - now 

houses a Cold War Museum, the Opera, and the Danish 

Film School. At Holmen, you will find some of the 

most expensive houseboats in Copenhagen. Original 

17th-century buildings, canals and old coloured houses 

along the harbour in Christianshavn together with 

Freetown Christiania make up an absolutely unique 

neighbourhood.               

Creative hubs and grand architecture

In recent years, the former industrial district of Refshaleøen has become one 

of Copenhagen’s hippest areas and a hub for creativity, alternative urban 

development, festivals, and tasty cuisine. Easily reached by bike, bus, or even 

harbour bus, the island is an integral part of the city but with its very own 

identity. Just one stop on the harbour bus lies the new neighbourhood of 

Nordhavn, where residential areas pop up in abandoned industrial zones. 

With architectural masterpieces, creative hubs, and urban spaces in addition 

to its historical industrial heritage, Nordhavn has become an incredibly 

popular neighbourhood.

Safety first!

A bike is perfect for exploring Copenhagen 

and the Copenhagen harbour. With many 

new pedestrian and bike bridges that 

connect all of Copenhagen’s small islands, it 

is easy to travel along and across the entire 

harbour. Bike through small maritime harbour 

districts, ride under a power plant, pass new 

residential development and old houseboats 

and experience raw unpolished sites and 

architectural landmarks. A bike is the preferred 

means of transport for many Copenhageners 

- so make sure to pay  attention during rush 

hour, as there can be many cyclists on the 

bike paths. Here we have gathered the most 

important cycling rules.

Please read them before you embark on new 

adventures - for your own and for everyone 

else’s safety.

Be safe and enjoy the ride!

Don’t forget your 

lights. They are 

required by law 

from dusk to 

dawn.

4

Any use of a handheld mobile 

phone while biking is prohibited.

5

Fishing

Beneath the surface hides a true fishing adventure for 

anglers. The clean water flowing through the harbour 

brings rich wildlife, giving you the chance to catch sea 

trout, garfish, sculpin and much more. It is allowed to 

fish with a rod along the quayside in the entire harbour 

area, with a few exceptions, which you can find here by 

scanning the following QR code:

During the summer season from 1 May 

to 30 September, it is prohibited to 

fish in the inner harbour, which runs 

from Bryggebroen in the south to 

Inderhavnsbroen (Inner Harbour Bridge) in the north. 

Remember to bring a valid Angling Certificate. The 

certificate can be purchased at www.fisketegn.dk. 

Modern little Venice

The areas by Sluseholmen have undergone a massive 

transformation from a former industrial area to a residential 

neighbourhood with small, cosy canal districts combining 

modern architecture and old houseboats. Experience how life 

unfolds when locals have barbecues on their balconies while 

kayaks and rowboats glide past. Enjoy a swim in the harbour 

from one of the many swimming zones and relax at the wooden 

promenades. What characterises Sluseholmen is its canal 

systems, diverse facades, and bright apartments, all of which 

have a view of the harbour. 

Explore the richness in architecture 

with the DAC App.   

FALSET FORSIDE

FALSET BAGSIDE



41   The Royal Danish Playhouse
Whether you have a ticket for the evening’s performance at the national centre of dramatic art 

or not, feel free to peek inside the beautiful foyer, visit the café, or stroll along the oak-boarded 

gangway encircling the Playhouse. 

Sankt Annæ Plads 36 / kglteater.dk

42   Sankt Annæ Plads
Sankt Annæ Plads is a lengthy park with broad sidewalks, lush green areas, and flower beds 

designed to contain cloudbursts and large amounts of rain. You will find a playground and the 

famous statue of King Christian IV, Rytterstatuen.  

Sankt Annæ Plads / DAC app

43   Ofelia Plads
From an old ferry quay to a 225-metre long pier with pavilions and a three-storey 

underground car park, the urban square is a cool outdoor extension of the Royal Theatre, 

hosting a wide array of free public performances. 

Kvæsthusbroen / DAC app

44   Hey Captain 

Try a canal tour in a small boat with a homelike atmosphere at a relaxed pace. Get a feel of the 

city rather than an abundance of historical facts. 

Kvæsthusbroen 1, Ofelia Plads / heycaptain.dk

45   Amalienborg Palace
Visit the study of Christian X, the Fabergé Chamber, and the Gala Hall, still used by the royal 

family on special occasions. Changing of The Royal Guards takes place at the square every day 

at 12 o’clock.

Christian VIII’s Palæ, Amalienborg Slotsplads / kongernessamling.dk

46   Museum of Resistance
Go underground as a resistance fighter in the occupation of Denmark during WWII and face 

the choices of five historical figures. Resistance isn’t always black and white.

Esplanaden 13 / frihedsmuseet.dk

47   The Gefion Fountain 

In Langelinie Park, The Gefion Fountain, featuring a group of animals driven by the legendary 

Norse goddess, Gefion, is the largest monument in Copenhagen. The fountain is also used as a 

wishing well.  

Churchillparken

48   The Little Mermaid
At Langelinie Pier, you will find one of Copenhagen’s most famous tourist attractions. Inspired 

by H.C. Andersen’s fairy tale and modelled after a ballerina, the statue of the Little Mermaid was 

a gift to the City of Copenhagen from brewer Carl Jacobsen, unveiled in 1913.

Langelinie 

49   The Citadel
Experience one of Northern Europe’s best-preserved fortifications. Until the mid-18th century, 

the Citadel was part of the Copenhagen Defence. Today, the Citadel is used as military barracks 

and is a popular exercise and hangout spot amongst locals.

Gl. Hovedvagt, Kastellet 1

Creative hubs and grand architecture

50   Amerikakaj
Hundreds of thousands of hopeful Danes travelled to the United States from Amerikakaj 

(America Quay) during the 19th century. If you look down, you can see many of the emigrants’ 

names engraved on the cobblestones.

Amerikakaj 

51   UN City 
Like a white 8-pointed star, UN City Copenhagen reaches out to all corners of the globe. UN 

City Copenhagen employs 1,600 workers from 100 different nations. You can visit the UN City 

on a guided tour through their website. 

Marmorvej 51 / un.dk

52   Swimming Zone Sandkaj
This long promenade with a swimming zone, open to the public all year round, is nothing less 

than a recreational gem. The deck is so popular amongst locals that it is not visible on a hot 

summer day. There is a small dipping zone with a fixed bottom for a quick dip.

Sandkaj 27 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

53   The Silo 
At 62 metres, The Silo has become a landmark with its transformation from a grain silo into 40 

luxury apartments with massive yet slender construction and raw character.

Helsinkigade 29 / DAC app

Cultivated nature

1   Valbyparken Beach
At the foot of Valbyparken lies a small, local beach park. Go for a swim or 

enjoy the view. On windy days the beach is a local urban surf spot too.

Valbyparken Strand / svoemkbh.kk.dk

2   Valbyparken Park
Valbyparken is one of the city’s largest and most versatile parks. From the exciting theme 

gardens to the nature playground, you will find the opportunity for contemplation, tranquility 

and free play.

Valbyparken 

3   Musikbyen
Since 1953, Copenhageners have grown vegetables and been hanging out in this eclectic 

allotment community.

Hf. Musikbyen

4   Sydhavnstippen
This large green-protected natural area with rare orchids and birds, where a herd of sheep and 

alpacas roam freely, is a great escape away from the hustle and bustle of the big city.

Sydhavnstippen / sydhavnstippen.dk

5   Boulders
Experienced or not, Boulders offers fun climbing challenges for all ages without any use of 

rope or other equipment. Put on sporty clothes and get a pair of climbing shoes and you are 

ready to climb the walls.

Bådehavnsgade 38 / boulders.dk

6   Fiskerihavnen
Experience this small unspoiled fishing community, where traditional fishing boats and 

colourful self-built houses give you that old-fashioned charm and maritime feeling. 

Fiskerihavnen 

7   Slusen - Sluice
You can cross the sluice, which is more than 100 years old, all year round. Take a break  and 

enjoy the view of the canal town of Sluseholmen. Every spring, when the garfish announces its 

arrival,  adults and children stand shoulder to shoulder with a fishing rod on the bridge and the 

stone fence.

Ved Slusen 

Modern little Venice

8   Richard Boones Vej ”Vandtrappen” 
Swimming Zone
Take a dip in this 100 x 15 metre encircled swimming zone next to the long wooden 

promenade Vandtrappen at the bottom of Teglværkshavnen all year round.

Richard Boones Vej / svoemkbh.kk.dk

9   The Floating Shelter
Wake up to the sound of waves crashing and seagulls screaming. The Floating Shelter, offering 

a unique nature experience, is located in the middle of the harbour. Each shelter houses up to 

four persons and must be booked well in advance due to popular demand..

Frederikskaj 8 / detflydendeshelter.com

10   Teglholm Brygge Swimming Zone
Jump in the clean water all year round in this encircled swimming zone or take a quick 

dip in the small pool with a fixed bottom immersed in the wooden deck at the top of 

Teglværkshavnen.

Teglholmsgade 10E / svoemkbh.kk.dk

11   Sluseholmen Harbour Bath 
Jump in this beautifully designed harbour bath in the southern part of the Copenhagen 

harbour. The harbour bath is open during summer and has four pools: a children’s pool, a 

youth pool, and two pools for exercise and diving. Lifeguards overview the facilities.

Ben Websters Vej 69 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

12   Alfred Nobels Bro (Bridge)
The Alfred Nobel bridge connects the new canal districts, simultaneously serving as a meeting 

place and a lookout. From the small urban space, you can enjoy the view of the harbour in the 

new Sydhavn on a 70-metre-long and wavy mahogany bench.

Alfred Nobels Bro

13   Enghave Brygge
Next to a cute small white house with an iconic gable, a listed pumping station from 1923, 

there is a large wooden deck for relaxation. Take a rest and enjoy the view over the water and 

Nature Park Amager on the opposite side.

Christian Langes Plads 16

 

14   Evolution 2 - Art wall
Experience the 470-metre-long graffiti artwork about evolution. But hurry up! The art piece 

comes to an end by 2024 with the opening of the new metro line Sydhavnsmetroen.

Tømmergravsgade

15   H.C. Ørstedsværket - Energiporten
Not many places worldwide can you ride a bike under a power plant. In Copenhagen, you can. 

Cycle through Energiporten at H.C. Ørstedsværket - an iconic landmark, a national industrial 

monument, symbolising the end of the industrial era.

Energiporten 2

16   Kvarterpladsen (urban space)
Surrounded by a large steel wall, the square is a melting pot for modern architectural 

residential buildings and the original Sydhavn vibe with old boat sheds and houseboats.

Kvarterpladsen

17   The Bicycle Snake
The curving bridge takes you on a fun aesthetic ride crisscrossing seven metres above the 

water surface. With its slender design, it offers a fun experience for cyclists.

Kalvebod Brygge / DAC app

18   Fisketorvet Harbour Bath
Throughout summer, the harbour bath serves as an urban supplement to the beaches around 

the city by offering recreational swimming facilities along the waterfront. The harbour bath 

has three separate pools: a children’s pool, a diving pool, and a swimming pool. Lifeguards are 

present at all swimming pools.

Kalvebod Brygge 55 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

19   Copenhagen Boat Rent 
Take the helm and experience Copenhagen’s many canals in a small motorboat. Note that it is 

based on a first-come, first-served principle - stop by for available boats.

Kalvebod Brygge v. Fisketorvet / copenhagenboatrent.com

20   Kalvebod Bølge
The wave-shaped harbour promenade and swimming zone Kalvebod Bølge brings the city 

closer to the water through waving and bending surfaces and has become the inner city’s 

urban counterpart to the densely packed Islands Brygge. You can also take a dip in the dipping 

zone - a small pool with fixed bottom all year round.

Kalvebod Bølge 3C / DAC app 

21   Kajakhotellet
Rent a canoe, kayak, or SUP board, or join one of the guided tours and experience the 

architectural gems and historic buildings as you glide through the canals with a paddle in 

your hand.

Kalvebod Brygge 7 / kajakhotellet.dk

22   Green Rafts
Book a raft with a captain and have the coziest floating experience with your friends. Bring up 

to 12 people and wine and dine while enjoying the view from the waterside.

Kalvebod Brygge 9 / green-island.dk

23   The City Dune
Laid out like a Swedish hillside, behind the office buildings and hotels, the urban space 

Bymilen – or the City Dune – sweeps several metres above street level with its curves, 

contrasting whitewashed concrete, Nordic pines, and evergreen ferns, mosses, and grasses.

Bernstorffsgade 50 / DAC app

Modern royal fairy tale

24   DAC - Danish Architecture Center
Explore Copenhagen’s architecture and design at the Danish Architecture Center. Visit the 

exhibitions and events or join a guided tour. You can also visit the design shop, the spectacular 

rooftop café or the popular outdoor playground. 

Bryghuspladsen 10 / dac.dk

25   The National Museum of Denmark
Experience the heritage of Denmark, meet the famous vikings and hear the story of how the 

nation came to be through 14,000 years of Danish history. 

Ny Vestergade 10 / natmus.dk

26   Danish War Museum
Explore 500 years of Danish war history and experience life as a soldier serving in Afghanistan 

in an immersive exhibit.

Tøjhusgade 3 / natmus.dk

27   Danish Jewish Museum
Experience an extensive presentation of Jewish life in Denmark through 400 years and a 

selection of artefacts from the museum’s private collection.

Proviantpassagen 6 / jewmus.dk

28   Christiansborg Palace
The Danish Queen, Margrethe II, hosts gala dinners and public audiences in the Royal 

Reception Rooms at Christiansborg Palace. Visit the Reception Rooms in combination with the 

Ruins of the former Palace, the Royal kitchens, and the Royal stables.

Prins Jørgens Gård 5 / christiansborg.dk

29   The Royal Library Garden
Enjoy a quiet moment in this little oasis tucked between Christiansborg Palace and the Royal 

Library. What was once a war harbour (Tøjhushavnen) built by King Christian IV has now been 

replaced with a large fountain, trees, beautiful flower beds, and a sculpture of world-famous 

philosopher Søren Kierkegaard.

Proviantpassagen 1 / slks.dk

30   Thorvaldsens Museum
Thorvaldsens Museum houses a collection of sculptures by the famous Danish sculptor Bertel 

Thorvaldsen (1770-1844) in unique architectural surroundings.

Bertel Thorvaldsens Plads 2 / thorvaldsensmuseum.dk

31   The Black Diamond
Explore the architectural encounter between a modern extension and the historic library. 

Check out the exhibitions and enjoy the view from the café.

Søren Kierkegaards Plads 1 / kb.dk

32   Agnete and the Merman 
Look underneath the water surface and spot a merman and his seven sons with outstretched 

arms begging their wife and mother, Agnete, a human, to return home. 

Højbro Bridge / Ved Stranden

33   Waterfront trampolines
Stop by the five popular trampolines immersed on street level for a quick and fun workout. 

Havnegade

34   Havnegade Swimming Zone
The Havnegade swimming zone, next to the Inner Harbour Bridge, has a bottom construction 

unlike the other swimming zones in Copenhagen. Jump right in - summer or winter. 

Havnegade 46 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

35   Kayak Republic
Explore Copenhagen from unique perspectives only accessible by kayak. Get close to the 

waterfront sights and glide tranquilly through the canals. Finish your tour with a drink or meal 

at the quayside bar, taking in all impressions. Throughout winter, you can visit their floating 

sauna too. See location at Kayak Republic’s website. 

Børskaj 12 / kayakrepublic.dk

36   GreenKayak
Jump aboard a GreenKayak and paddle for free under two simple conditions - spend 

your time on the water collecting waste and share your experience on social media using 

#GreenKayak. 

Friendships, Green Island, Grosen & Falkenbergs, Kayak Republic, Letz Sushi Christianshavn, 

Letz Sushi Islands Brygge, Letz Sushi Nordhavn, Svanemølle / greenkayak.org

37   Nyhavn
This colourful captivating harbour, dating back to 1673, is one of Copenhagen’s most 

iconic sights and one of the locals’ favourite places to enjoy a cold beer on a warm day. The 

famous Danish fairytale writer Hans Christian Andersen lived at various addresses in Nyhavn 

throughout his life, in number 20, 67, and 18 to be exact.

Nyhavn

38   Kunsthal Charlottenborg
Visit one of the largest and most beautiful exhibition spaces for contemporary art in Northern 

Europe, featuring an ambitious programme with new talents and established stars from 

Denmark and abroad. 

Kongens Nytorv 1 / kunsthalcharlottenborg.dk

39   Netto-Boats 

Enjoy a one-hour boat tour through the Copenhagen harbour and canals. Experience the city 

from the water while a guide tells you about the history and sights. 

Nyhavn & Holmens Kirke / havnerundfart.dk

40   Canal Boat Tours (Stromma)
Enjoy Copenhagen from the water in open or covered boats while skilled guides tell you the 

story of the historic city and exciting architecture.  

Nyhavn & Ved Stranden / stromma.dk

54   Konditaget Lüders
A 2,400 m2 urban activity space on top of a multistorey car park, with trampolines, swings, 

and a 60-metre track, provides locals with an open-air public gym with a magnificent view of 

the Sound.                                                                                                         

Helsinkigade 30 / DAC app

55   The Krane
Spend a night in an intimate one-room hotel transformed from a former coal crane. Located 

in the neighbourhood of Nordhavn, the hotel offers a unique form of accommodation, 

combining stunning scenery, minimalistic Danish design, and an array of luxurious features.

Kalkbrænderikaj / thekrane.dk

56   Airtrix Klatre & Trampolinpark
Climbing park meets indoor amusement park meets trampoline park. Here is fun for all 

ages. Challenge yourself with more than 30 different climbing challenges or visit the giant 

trampoline park.

Kattegatvej 4 / airtrix.dk

57   Tunnelfabrikken 
Tunnelfabrikken is a 261 metre-long and 125 metre-wide temporary factory that cast the 

concrete elements used for building the Øresund Bridge connecting Sweden and Denmark. 

Since the completion of the bridge in 2000, the factory has been used as a cultural hub for 

events - ranging from art to culture and sports.

Oceanvej 1

58   Nordsø Records
With a listening room, a coffée shop and bar as well as a space for release parties , concerts and 

cultural activities, this local Danish vinyl record pressing plant is a true gem for music lovers.

Nordsøvej 8 / nordsorecords.com

59   Nordhavnstippen
In the middle of an old industrial park, you will find a true gem for nature lovers with migratory 

birds, insects and free-grazing sheeps. Nordhavnstippen is an extension of the upcoming 

Nature Park Nordhavn, which will be located north of the area.

Nordsøvej

60   Thomas Dambo’s Troll Kaptajn Nalle
Residing in the industrial area of Nordhavn, a long-bearded giant wooden troll by recycling 

artist Thomas Dambo is dragging his boat across the field towards the water. See if you can 

spot him before he is off to new adventures.

Nordhavn / trollmap.com

61   Friisland
At Friisland, a unique centre for performance art, you can experience 4-6 live events 

annually. Often there is also an art exhibition as well as a virtual reality library with art works by 

international artists.

Kattegatvej 39 / friisland.dk

62   Teaterøen  
In an old barrack from the late 1800s, you can experience innovative performance art from all 

over the world, challenging the formats of performance.

William Wains Gade 11 / teateroen.com

63   Bungy Jump CPH  
Get your adrenaline kick from 69 metres above the water surface with Bungy Jump CPH.

Refshalevej 325 / bungyjump.dk

64   Empirical  
Join a guided distillery tour and get an intimate behind the scenes glimpse into the 

production facility, and an up close look at their uniquely repurposed and custom built 

machines.

Refshalevej 175B / empirical.co

65   Halvandet Swimming Zone 
This swimming zone can be visited from April until mid September.

Refshalevej 325 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

66   Padel Yard  
Enjoy a game of Padel on indoor or outdoor courts. Padel is described as a  mix of tennis, 

squash, fun, adrenaline, camaraderie, and cozy company.

Refshalevej 167E / padelyard.dk

67   Reffen - Copenhagen Street Food
Reffen is an urban playground for co-creation, innovation, and creativity. And last but not 

least - a popular outdoor streetfood venue with front-row views of the Copenhagen harbour. 

If you’re visiting during the winter season, do not fret. Werkstatt - an old machine hall - will be 

open, offering an urban bar and nightclub.

Refshalevej 167A / reffen.dk

68   Blocs & Walls  
Try your hand at bouldering in the iconic old B&W shipyard. Here, you find climbing walls for 

all levels - both for the experienced climber and the rookie.

Refshalevej 163D / blocs-walls.dk

69   Copenhagen Contemporary 
Situated centrally in B&W’s iconic welding hall, Copenhagen Contemporary is an international 

power hub displaying installation art created by world stars and new emerging talents.

Refshalevej 173A / copenhagencontemporary.org

70   Urban Ranger Camp 
From the treetops of the forest to the raw industrial space of the city, the world’s highest 

indoor high roping course offers you a very unique experience at a height of 50 meters, in the 

legendary B&W shipyards.

Refshalevej 177 / urbanrangercamp.dk

71   Urban Rigger 
Designed by the world-renowned Danish architect Bjarke Ingels, Urban Rigger is a fleet built 

with upcycled shipping containers currently housing around 100 students. Each rigger has a 

green courtyard for bikes, kayaks, and a large community room in a basement below sea level.

Refshalevej 163A / urbanrigger.com

72   Søndre Refshalebassin Swimming Zone 
Take a dip all year round in this encircled swimming zone next to the floating student housing 

community of Urban Rigger.

Refshalevej 145A / svoemkbh.kk.dk

73   La Banchina Swimming Zone 
Stop by the popular café La Banchina, where the swimming zone encircled by swimming 

barriers is open throughout the year. Feel free to jump in for a ”cool” experience or book their 

small cozy sauna to feel the heat.

Refshalevej 141 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

Military history, alternative living and 
old Copenhagen charm

74   Skibene på Holmen
Experience Denmark’s oldest Cold War Museum. Aboard the frigate Peder Skram, which is one 

of the Danish Navy’s last and largest warships, and the torpedo missile boat Sehested together 

with the submarine Sælen for a journey through the latter half of the 20th century.

Museet Skibene på Holmen , Elefanten 2 / pederskram.dk

75   Batteriet Sixtus
The old Naval Station on Holmen served as the main base for the Danish Navy from 1690 to 

1993. Today, it is open to the public. You can experience the ceremonial tradition, where two 

Danish soldiers lower the Kingdom Flag ’Dannebrog’  and a cannon is fired to mark the sunset.

Ved Sixtus batteriet 2

76   House boats
Krudtløbet (The gunpowder race) was a gutter that gave access to the gunpowder storage 

houses built in Christianshavns Vold in the 18th century. Today, Krudtløbet is home to some of 

Copenhagen’s most expensive houseboats.

Krudtløbsvej 

77   Royal Danish Academy – Architecture, Design, Conservation 

In the exhibition hall at the Royal Academy, which is one of Denmark’s most vibrant and 

experimental exhibition venues,  3-4 large exhibitions are presented each year. 

Danneskiold-Samsøes Allé 51 / kglakademi.dk

78   The Royal Danish Opera
The monumental building with the characteristic roof overhang, designed by Henning Larsen 

Architects and home to unmatched live experiences of opera and symphonic music, can be 

spotted throughout the Inner Harbour, from Knippelsbro bridge to the Citadel. 

Ekvipagemestervej 1 / kglteater.dk

79   Broens Gadekøkken - Street food market
Experience a melting pot of outdoor street food kitchens and bars serving flavourful food and 

beverages from all around the world in maritime surroundings during summer. In wintertime, 

the square is turned into an ice rink where it is possible to enjoy a snack or a hot drink from one 

of the food stalls. 

Strandgade 95 / broensgadekoekken.dk

80   The Inner Harbour Bridge
The 180-metre-long bridge connects Nyhavn with Holmen and Freetown Christiania. Enjoy the  

beautiful view of the magnificent architecture and the busy life in the Inner Harbour from the 

viewpoints on the bridge.

Inderhavnsbroen, Nyhavn / DAC app

81   The North Atlantic House
Visit the beautiful warehouse in maritime surroundings featuring contemporary art from 

Greenland, Iceland and the Faroe Islands.

Strandgade 91 / nordatlantens.dk

82   Krøyers Plads - Urban space 

Surrounded by a beautiful wooden promenade with several lovely restaurants nearby, Krøyers 

Plads has quickly become a favourite spot among locals to soak up the sun.

Krøyers Plads / DAC app

83   FriendShips 

Rent an electric boat and explore the charming canals of Copenhagen. With FriendShips, you 

take the wheel and decide where to go– and for how long.

Trangravsvej 1 / friendships.dk

84   Noma
In an old sea mine depot, the elegant yet relaxed waterside restaurant offers a unique 

experience -  from the greenhouses at the entrance to the ingredients on the plate. With its 

multiple Best Restaurant wins, you have to make reservations well in advance, if you wish to 

dine at Noma.

Refshalevej 96 / visitcopenhagen.com

85   Freetown Christiania
From an old military base to a collectively controlled village with around 1000 inhabitants, 

the area has an interesting architectural feel with a 1970s vibe. You can visit eco-restaurants, 

workshops, galleries, and music venues at Freetown Christiania.

86   Dyssebroen (Bridge)
Dyssebroen is a pedestrian and bike bridge that runs through Freetown Christiania and 

connects the two Copenhagen neighbourhoods Christianshavn and Amager by Stadsgraven,  

the former moat at Christianshavns Vold, which was a part of Copenhagen’s fortifications.

Christiania 

87   Our Saviour’s Church
Climb the golden serpentine spire (booking recommended) and visit the church with its 

world-famous organ from 1698.

Sankt Annæ Gade 29 / vorfrelserskirke.dk

88   The Circle Bridge
One of the most beautiful bridges in Copenhagen is designed by world-renowned, award-

winning Danish-Islandic artist Olafur Eliasson. The design uses five masts and resembles a 

ship by the quay referencing Copenhagen’s shipping history. 

Applebys Plads / DAC app

89   Kulturtårnet (The Culture Tower) 

Located in the old copper tower on the Knippelsbro bridge, Kulturtårnet offers you a unique 

view over the city’s skyline and harbour. The tower also offers inspiring cultural experiences 

such as art, music, and gastronomy.

Knippelsbrogade 2 / kulturtaarnet.dk

Large green space, harbour park and
a strong local identity

90   GoBoat
Discover Copenhagen from the water as captain of a solar-powered picnic boat in 

Copenhagen’s harbour and canals. All boats are easy to steer, and GoBoat provides picnic 

baskets and useful tips and tricks before take-off.

Islands Brygge 10 / goboat.dk

91   Islands Brygge Harbour Bath
In summer, Copenhageners and visitors can enjoy a fresh dip in the clean water with a nice 

view of the city’s historic towers and harbour life. There are five pools in total, two of which are 

for kids.

Islands Brygge 14 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

92   Culture House Islands Brygge
By Islands Brygge’s waterfront, in a very attractive location, Culture House Islands Brygge 

offers up to three hundred events a year, including concerts, flea markets, and communal 

dinners. Enjoy the beautiful view of the harbour and the neighbouring petangue court and 

harbour bath.

Islands Brygge 18 / kulturhusetislandsbrygge.kk.dk

93   Islands Brygges Havnepark
Railway carriages, rails, and remains of ships and machines are a remnant of the industrial era 

in this recreational harbour park. The ruins of an old warehouse are now a petanque court, and 

factories and silos have been re-designed for housing.

Islands Brygge 18 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

94   Halfdansgade Swimming Zone
A short walk from the very popular Islands Brygge Harbour Bath lies this encircled swimming 

zone open to the public throughout the year.

Halfdansgade 1 / svoemkbh.kk.dk

95   Lille Langebro
The bicycle and pedestrian bridge Lille Langebro is the latest addition to the bridges 

connecting the islands in the city. The bridge relieves traffic on the heavily trafficked Langebro 

bridge and simultaneously reveals a previously remote area on Christians Brygge.

Lille Langebro / DAC app

96   Gemini Residence
At the foot of Bryggebroen two large glass-covered concrete cylinders tower up. The cylinders 

are a great example of how architects preserve a piece of history from the former industrial 

port by transforming the old silos into modern housing. 

Islands Brygge 32 / DAC app

97   Bryggebroen Bridge
With Bryggebroen, Copenhagen got a new bridge crossing the harbour for the first time in 50 

years. The bridge was the starting point for a network of pedestrian and bicycle bridges that 

connect Copenhagen’s many islands to the delight of the many daily commuters. 

Islands Brygge / DAC app

98   Havnevigen 
Havnevigen is one of Copenhagen’s new residential neighborhoods, connecting the hip and 

vibrant Islands Brygge with the historic allotment garden Nokken. Characteristic of the area is 

the iconic sandy beach and the numerous small cozy canals, where residents and visitors can 

sail around in kayaks or by SUP.

Viggo Kampmanns Plads

99   NOKKEN
At the southern point of Islands Brygge lies the allotment garden Nokken. Originally a 

shanty village for fishermen and roustabouts back in the 1920s and 1930s, the place has 

developed into a melting pot of different construction styles with self-built houses and artistic 

expressions.

Nokken

100   Nature Park Amager
The preservation of Copenhagen’s largest nature area on the old military training area is for the 

benefit of nature. Experience everything from savannah, dense forest and littoral meadow to 

bird-rich lakes and canals. Pick apples, berries, and wild herbs in Copenhagen’s backyard. 

Nature Park Amarger / naturparkamager.dk

101   Nord for Havneslusen (Public space)
Climb the stairs up to the ramparts and enjoy the view, or play on the two activity tracks and 

nature playground. You will find a pumping station for bikes, a floating bridge for rowing boats 

and kayaks, and small boats, and a reef where you can fish for crabs and study the wildlife.

Ved Slusen v. Havneringen / naturparkamager.dk

102   Ved Byskoven (a part of Nature Park Amager)
Relax on the deck on the dike, from where you can enjoy the city forest (Byskoven), nature, and 

the sunset. There is a newly established bathing zone and two floating bridges where kayaks, 

rowing boats and SUPs can dock.

Imia Allé / svoemkbh.kk.dk

103   Thomas Dambo’s Troll Lange Liv
On Skrædderholmen, you can find another troll created by the Danish recycle artist Thomas 

Dambo. ’Lange Liv’ sits on the shore, afraid to jump into the sea and swim away. Like most trolls, 

Liv fears that fish will swim into her ears.

Skrædderholmen / trollmap.com


